2022 Elections for Student Representatives

**Election days**
Voting will take place on
17 – 18 – 19 May 2022.

**VOTING TIMES:**
- 17 May 2022, from 9.00 to 18.00
- 18 May 2022, from 9.00 to 18.00
- 19 May 2022, from 9.00 to 14.00

**Reason for the elections**
Voting takes place to elect student representatives:

- in the **C.N.S.U.** (National Council of University Students)
- in the **Student Council**
- in the **Department Boards**
- in the **1° and 2nd cycle Degree Programme Boards**

To check which bodies you are voting for in addition to the CNSU, you can read the Rector’s Electoral Decree and its attachments following the link: [Elezioni studentesche 2022 (CNSU e locali di Ateneo) — Università di Bologna (unibo.it)](unibo.it)
NB Students enrolled in 1st and 2nd cycle degree programmes of the Departments of the School of Medicine (DIBINEM, DIMEC and DIMES) vote for a single council for all three Departments (art. 5, parag. 2 of the Rector’s Electoral Decree).

Who can vote
The following can vote:
- All 1st and 2nd cycle students regularly enrolled at the Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna for the 2021/2022 academic year
- All 3rd cycle students (specialists and PhD students) regularly enrolled.

Where to vote
Based on your degree programme, to find your polling station, - List of student polling stations at the following link: Elenco dei seggi — Università di Bologna (unibo.it)

How to vote
- Simply go to your polling station with a photographic identification document: ID card, passport, or driving licence. University badges with a photograph are also accepted as valid ID.
- The presiding staff will check the validity of the document and make sure your name appears in the
polling record book.

- You will then be asked to **sign the polling record book**
- You will be given your polling cards and **copying pencil** to vote for the representatives of the bodies relevant to you. *(You may use only the copying pencil to vote)*

**Polling cards**

**1st and 2nd cycle students will receive 5 cards:**

a. a **WHITE** card for CNSU: students vote for a list and may express **only one preference** for a candidate of the list;
b. a **RED** card for the Student Council (single transferable vote): voters can express **only one preference**; the names of the candidates are printed on the card;
c. a **FUCHSIA** card for the Student Council (proportional representation - Constituencies/Electoral Districts): students vote for a list (already printed on the card) and can express **two preferences** for candidates of the list;
d. an **ORANGE** card for the Department Board: students vote for a list (already printed on the card) and can express **two preferences** for candidates on the list.
e. a **GREEN** card for the Degree Programme Board: students vote for a list (already printed on the card) and can express **two preferences** for candidates on the list.

*(NB: If there are no candidates for their Degree Programme, voters will not receive the Green card)*

**3rd cycle students (specialists) will receive 4 cards:**

a. a **YELLOW** card for the CNSU: voters can express **only one preference**; the names of the candidates are printed on the card;
b. a **RED** card for the Student Council (single transferable vote): voters can express **only one preference**; the names of the candidates are printed on the card;
c. a **FUCHSIA** card for the Student Council (proportional representation - Constituencies/Electoral Districts): students vote for a list (already printed on the card) and can express **two preferences** for candidates on the list;
d. an **ORANGE** card for the Department Board: students can express **only one preference**; the names of the candidates are printed on the card;

(NB: If there are no candidates for their Department, voters will not receive the Orange card)

**3rd cycle students (PhD students) will receive 3 cards:**

a. a **SKY BLUE** card for the CNSU: voters can express **only one preference**; the names of the candidates are printed on the card;
b. a **GREY** card for the Student Council (PhD student single transferable vote): voters can express **only one preference**; the names of the candidates are printed on the card;
c. an **ORANGE** card for the Department Board: voters can express **only one preference**; the names of the candidates are printed on the card;

(NB: If there are no candidates for their Department, voters will not receive the Orange card)

**Candidates and Lists**

> Elezioni dei rappresentanti degli studenti negli organi di Ateneo 2022 — Università di Bologna (unibo.it)
> Elezioni Consiglio Nazionale degli Studenti 2022 — Università di Bologna (unibo.it)
For further information contact
Institutional Affairs - Electoral and Institutional Structures Office
aagg.elezionistudentesche@unibo.it
aagg.sista@unibo.it
051.20.99871 – 88479 – 88660 - 88802